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4th November 2021 
 
 

Every Child A Champion In Their Own Right 
Matthew 5.16 – ‘Let Your Light Shine’ 

 

 

Hi Parents, 

330+ children will have embarked on the outdoor pursuit various challenges once we have completed this 

term’s trips in a couple of weeks time. 

The total number of trips we have managed to organise has - despite Covid- been brilliant .👍 

We still have more Y6 trips + Y2 kids having their first experience of Raywell - ( I understand that many Y2 

scallywags are mega excited!!) 

Don’t forget that when we have our next series of trips in Spring/ Summer next year, we hope to invite our 

very youngest children (Y1/Reception/ Nursery). Fingers crossed Covid restrictions ( which can effect adult/ 

child supervision rotas) are favourable by then. 

        ——-0000——— 

Dinner Monies…🍕🌮🥗🌭REMINDER.    As from next week dinner money can only be paid on a Monday 

- starting on the 8th November. If your child stops hot dinners on any day(s) during the week, parents are 

now asked to pay for the meal on the Monday before or after….not on any other days. Thank you. 

         ——-0000—— 

Also :- METHODS OF PAYMENT….for your awareness - the governors and I have discussed parent 

payment of items ( uniform, trips, hot dinners etc)other than by cash or cheque but our research showed 

that although methods such as Parent  Pay - and other apps- are more convenient, there is a percentage 

charge to a school….FOR EVERY SINGLE TRANSACTION!!!!🥱 

We worked out that this would amount to  thousands of pounds per year.    This would mean thousands of 

pounds going to a finance firm rather than to our own children. 

Many schools choose to use such methods of payment …however, 

we  feel this does not suit St Andrew’s. 

Our financial management has been acknowledged as very strong. Our money raised goes to buying 

resources, subsidising trips etc for the good of our children. 

We will continue to look at different ideas, but  our children must always come first. 

In a world of failing budgets we are proud to have our finances ( budget + school fund) very healthy for the 

benefit of our pupils.👍 

           ————0000000——— 

Poppies…we are building up our preparations for Remembrance.  WEAR YOUR POPPY WITH PRIDE.❤️ 
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